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 You have selected Advanced Placement English Literature and Composition as your 
senior English class. We expect you to do an annotated reading of the texts listed below, the 
poetry packet, and the three additional poems you individually select as described below. You 
will be tested on the readings at the beginning of school. Submit your poetry materials on the 
first day of school. 
 We expect you to make thoughtful and analytical observations on these texts—not only 
during the first days of class but also throughout the year—as companion lenses for other works 
we will read. 

As a member of your AP Lit class, you have several responsibilities: 
Annotate texts, make observations and connections, and raise questions. 
Keep in mind the purposes for studying literature: 

● Explore the questions great literature asks, whether or not you find 
answers. 

● Consider character development, thematic ideas, allusion, and archetype. 
● Understand how these authors convey ideas central to their texts. (See List 

and Glossary of Literary Terms) 
In the spirit of an honor system, if you use outside critical sources to formulate your ideas, keep 
a Works Consulted list so that you can credit the ideas of others. This list will provide good 
practice for the independent investigations you will do during the year using the school’s 
databases and NoodleTools. 
  
Here are your texts: 

 Genesis : Select your own text, any translation. If you read online, bring a copy, 
electronic (iPad, phone) or printed, to refer to in class. 

Theban Plays  by Sophocles (read in order of narrative chronology, not composition: 
Oedipus Rex ; Oedipus at Colonus ; Antigone ). 

Othello  and The Taming of the Shrew  by William Shakespeare 
Tess of the D’Urbervilles  by Thomas Hardy 
Poetry Packet—submit annotated packet on the first day of school. 

Three poems: Select these from the AP list of poets. Find these at the College 
Board’s AP Central webpage, which gives you a general overview of the course 
and the exam. Be sure to annotate your +3 poems and turn them in with the 
Poetry Packet. 

  
If you have any questions about your summer work, e-mail kbenson@ridgefieldps.net, 
khiggins@ridgefieldps.net, or tkovacs@ridgefieldps.net.  
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Benson/Higgins/Kovacs 
 
Annotate everything that you read this summer. Use Post-its or a notebook, but if you’re using a 
notebook make sure that you are keeping track of page numbers. Your notes MUST BE 
HANDWRITTEN.  These notes will ensure you have evidence to support your comments in 
class discussion. 
 
Here are guidelines for annotating Tess of the d’Urbervilles : apply appropriate points and 
questions for reading of the remaining texts: 
 

● Which characters you identify with and why. 
● Words that are new to you--define them (at least 20 for Tess ; you may have fewer for 

shorter texts). 
● How Hardy uses literary devices (such as imagery, symbolism, allusions, and motifs). 
● Character descriptions - how does Hardy portray them? Why? 
● Themes and patterns that become evident to you. 
● Passages that interest you, anger you, etc. 
● Connections you make to other works of art. 
● General comments or questions. 
● Absolutely anything else that occurs to you. 

 
Be ready to discuss the following from Tess : 

● The significance of setting (time, place, etc.) 
● Your understanding of perspective and point of view. 
● Your ideas about fatalism and Fate. 
● Your engagement with the larger meanings/messages that Hardy develops in the novel. 

 
**Your annotations for Tess  will be collected on the first day of class and graded.** 
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A+: Handwritten / Covers whole novel 
Offers significant, valuable insight 
Makes personal connections; refers to literary devices; marks passages 
Analyzes the development of characters and themes 
Comments on specific elements from assignment 
20+ vocabulary words defined 
 

A/A-: Handwritten / Covers whole novel 
Consistently offers insight 
Makes personal connections; refers to literary devices; marks passages 
Considers the development of characters and themes 
20 vocabulary words defined 
Comments on specific elements from assignment 

 
B/B+: Handwritten / Covers whole novel 

Offers some insight 
Makes personal connections; refers to literary devices; marks passages 
Discusses characters and themes 
20 vocabulary words defined 
May/may not comment on specific elements from assignment 

 
B-/C+: Handwritten / Covers most of the novel 

Attempts to offer some insight 
Makes personal connections; refers to literary devices; marks passages 
Discusses characters and/or themes 
<20 vocabulary words defined 
May/may not comment on specific elements from assignment 

 
C: Handwritten / Covers more than half of the novel 

Attempts to offer some insight 
Makes personal connections; refers to literary devices; marks passages 
Discusses characters and/or themes 
<20 vocabulary words defined 
May/may not comment on specific elements from assignment 

 
D: Handwritten 

Does not attempt to offer insight 
Fails to make personal connections or refer to literary devices; no marked passages 
Discusses characters or themes 
<20 vocabulary words defined 
May/may not comment on specific elements from assignment 
Covers half of the novel 

 
F: Handwritten / Covers less than half of the novel 

Does not offer insight / May/may not comment on specific elements from assignment 
Fails to makes personal connections refer to literary devices; no marked passages 
Discusses characters or themes / <20 vocabulary words defined  
 


